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RACE  1 This is a race for the three year old and older non winners. BLITZEMGAMBLE (5) has been 

racing very well and gets his chance to breakthrough here. He will push forward early and will have 

to sit parked but can still prove too strong. TERRITORIAL (2) gets into a very winnable race here from 

the handy draw so will be a huge danger. ORIGIN BILLY (9) will get a good run through early and will 

strip much fitter for his first up run so keep safe. PHAROAHS WRATH (7) was ok at her first few runs 

and then trained off. She resumes here and the stable is having a good run at present so has to be 

included as an each way chance. FIRE UP FRANCO (8) battled away at first up run in a much tougher 

race than this so has to be kept safe. OUR BOY MACH (4) and SUPA SUNSHINE (11) have been 

around the mark of late so has to be included in the chances. 

TOP PICK : TERRITORIAL (2) gets his chance from the draw. 

DANGERS : BLITZEMGAMBLE (5) racing well so is the obvious danger along with ORIGIN BILLY (9). 

ROUGHIE PHAROAHS WRATH (7) is one at odds that can surprise. 

RATINGS : 2 – 5 7 9 – 4 8 11 – 1 3 6 10 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very weak C1 only. AVENTADOR (6) drops back into a very winnable race here. He 

draws a touch wide here but they will more than likely push forward and make his own luck so is the 

one to beat. LUKE PETER (5) will find this much more to his liking so if he gets the right run he will 

take plenty of holding out. ANGKRISTY (7) has been thereabouts of late so if she has any luck from 

the draw will be in the finish. SIR YOIE (1) draws to run a much improved race so is a must for the 

multiples. NOTIMETOTHINK (3) comes into this with no form to recommend but can run a much 

improved race here. ZOOMBA (2) , ABSTRACTION (4) and MES ELSU (8) are all capable of filling a 

minor first four spot at odds. 

TOP PICK : AVENTADOR (6) will take plenty of beating but don’t take silly odds. 

DANGERS : LUKE PETER (5) look’s a danger with the right run along with ANGKRISTY (7). 

ROUGHIE : NOTIMTOTHINK (3) will be huge odds and can surprise. 

RATINGS :  6 – 5 7 – 1 2 3 4 8 

 

RACE  3 This is a race for 3CO or better pacers. IM DENS BOY (2) is the interesting runner as his 

having his first start in the state for former top reinsman Henry Pullen which is great to see. He 

comes off a solid trial win so from the draw is sure to take plenty of beating here. FAITHFUL JET (6) 

should be ready to just to produce best. He will find this easier than past two runs and with those 

two runs under his belt he is sure to be in the finish. REALLY FIESTY (3) draws to get a good run so 

has e/w claims as does EMS CHIOCE (7) who should be ready to produce best here. FLYLIKA HAWK 



(4) and RAINBOW PHOENIX (5) are always capable of bobbing up at odds with the right run. MASTER 

CHARLIE (8) gets a good run through so can run a drum at odds. 

TOP PICK : IM DENS BOY (2) just leaning his way in a tough race. 

DANGERS : FAITHFUL JET (6) should be ready to win so is the danger along with REALLY FIESTY (3). 

ROUGHIE : EMS CHOICE (7) can run a race here at odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 3 6 7 – 4 5 8 - 1 

 

RACE 4 : This is a very strong C1. RUSTY RED COMET (5) is a very smart type who resumes from a let 

up. He is the class runner so look for him to push forward and if happens to find the top he should 

prove too strong. BOLTNMACH (4) is a very consistent type who also likes to push forward so will be 

interesting early but he has a great e/w chance. MAJOR CALLUM (2) broke through for a well 

deserved win last start. He draws to be handy throughout so has to be a chance. STREZLECKI 

WILDONE (1) won well last start but will find this much stronger but if is able to hold up will give 

some cheek. STRANGE CONDUCT (8) is racing well and draws to get a cheap run so is must for the 

exotics. IVE GOT OOMPH (6) and SMOKIN MUSTARD (7) are both handy types so are a must include 

for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : RUSTY RED COMET (5) if anywhere near right is the one to beat. 

 DANGERS : BOLTNMACH (4) is racing well so is the danger along with MAJOR CALLUM (2). 

ROUGHIE : STRANGE CONDUCT (8) is racing well so can surprise at odds. 

 RATINGS : 5 – 1 2 4 – 6 7 8 – 3 9 

 

RACE  5 : This is a C2/C4. PLAY APPLE TREE (1) is shooting for the hat-trick here and gets in well with 

the mares concession. She will be hoping to hold up and with a good run in front will take beating. 

JODILA (6) created a good impression here when in work last time. She had a couple runs in Victoria 

in tough races so she will find this much easier so will be one of the hardest to beat. 

ANINCHOFHISLIFE (11) is in career best form and was very unlucky last start. He draws out the back 

so will be hoping to get a cart into the race so will be steaming home and may prove too strong. 

BETA BOLT (5) and GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (10) both broke through for good wins last start. They will 

be hoping to get an economical run and if they do can surprise at odds. TANGO TERRIFIC (2) , BONA 

FIDE HUSTLER (3) and SALOON IN SIGHT (8) can sneak a minor first four spot at odds. 

TOP PICK : ANINCHOFHISLIFE (11) is airborne so just needs a bit of luck from draw to be winning.  

DANGERS : JODILA (6) is a smart mare who will be a huge danger along with the inform PLAY APPLE 

TREE (1). 

 ROUGHIE : GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (10) with the right can win. 



RATINGS : 11 – 1 6 – 5 10 – 2 3 8 – 4 7 - 9 

 

RACE  6 : This is a tough C2 or better stand. TISU TOOTA (6) is coming off a luckless second last week 

when had no luck. He is well suited here from the stand so with average luck will take beating. 

MISTER PINJARRA (2) has been racing well and with a safe beginning is sure to be on the speed 

throughout so has to be a chance. MARGIN GIRL (3) is coming off a freshen up. She was racing in 

great heart and is well suited from behind the tapes so is sure to be in the finish. LITTLE VANCE LOT 

(4) was very good last start after sitting parked and going down narrowly so with a safe beginning 

has a hope at odds. DOUBLE DEE (5) resumes here but won’t find this easy but may be able to sneak 

a place. UNCLE BUZZ (1) , MIGHTY JASPER (7) and PUT MBACK (8) are all capable of filling a minor 

placing with the right run. 

TOP PICK : TISU TOOTA (6) will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : MARGIN GIRL (3) handy type who is a danger along with MISTER PINJARRA (2). 

ROUGHIE : LITTLE VANCE LOT (4) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 2 3 4 – 1 5 7 8 

 

RACE  7 : This is a CO/C1. SUM ONE (4) was a very good winner last week. She may not find the top 

tonight so will have to rely on a bit of luck but is still a leading chance. LADY ELAINE (1) led and gave 

plenty of cheek last start. She has drawn to lead again so with the right will give a bit of cheek. LA 

EBONY KITA (9) was very impressive winning last start. She gets a good run through so there is no 

reason why she can’t make it two in a row. TERROR JONES (8) will get the run she likes so if the gaps 

open up can surprise at odds. MISS LIVELY (7) is new to the state and draws the top of the track. She 

did win a trial so will pay to keep very safe. REALLY FAYFAY (2) just not quite sure where she is at in 

her career. But if she recaptured anywhere near her best she could win this. VANDER JENKINS (5) 

and EBABE (6) are a must for the exotics as are always thereabouts.  

TOP PICK : LA EBONY KITA (9) really impressed last time so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : SUM ONE (4) good winner last start so is a danger along with REALLY FAYFAY (2). 

ROUGHIE : MISS LIVELY (7) can run a race at odds first up in the state.  

 RATINGS :  9 – 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 - 3 

 

 

RACE 8 : This is a C5/C6. DAMITSAM (3) is a little pocket rocket who has drawn well. He can do it 

tough in his races but has a hope of finding the top and if does is the one to beat. GIULIANI (6) is a 

very smart type who will be a huge danger as will be better for his last run. He may have to sit 

parked but can win. UDOIT (5) is well suited here so if he gets the right run he can cause a minor 



upset. REAL RIVER (2) will be fitter for his first up run and draws to be handy so is a must for the 

exotics. KINKY BOOTS (4) and RYKOV LEIS (7) are both racing well and are capable on their night so 

must be kept safe at odds. CISKEI (1) will be much fitter for his two runs back and draws ideally to 

run a race at odds. 

TOP PICK : DAMITSAM (3) will be very hard to beat. 

 

DANGERS :  GIULIANI (6) is a very smart type who is a huge danger along with UDOIT (5). 

ROUGHIE : CISKEI (1) is one at huge odds that can surprise. 

RATINGS : 3 – 6 – 4 5 7 – 1 2 

 

RACE  9 : This is the claimer of the night to finish the night’s racing. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (3) is racing 

very well and is well placed as draws well. He will be on the speed throughout so has a great winning 

chance. SAAB QUALITY (6) was much better last start. He will need to get into the race at some stage 

and if he does he will be a danger. BABES BOY BOB (1) draws well so will get every chance so has e/w 

claims. BEEF CITY BEAU (7) hit the line well last time so if he gets the right run can run a race at odds. 

LIVIN IT LOVIN IT (5) and LIZA WITH A Z (8) are handy types who can fill a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (3) racing well so is the one to beat. 

DANGERS :  SAAB QUALITY (6) close to a win so is the danger along BEEF CITY BEAU (7). 

ROUGHIE : BABES BOY BOB (1) has a hope at odds from the draw. 

RATINGS :  3 – 6 7 – 1 5 8 – 2 4 

 


